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LEGI SLATI VE UPDATE
As you may recall from our previous
newsletters, there were two bills
introduced in this legislative session that contained language
suggested by H DA: H B 2707 and H B 2708. We have been
following these bills very closely through their committee
hearings, and they have both received large amounts of
supportive public testimony, as well as some less supportive
testimony from various state agencies. Only one of the bills
will be crossing over to the Senate, but as we'll explain
shortly, this has not set back H DA's legislative agenda in the
slightest.

-HDA BILLS

H ouse Bill 2708
Unlike H B 2707, the omnibus bill, H B 2708 was very
narrow in nature. This bill simply clarified that government
employees on state business and patients would not be
subjected to background checks before being allowed into a
dispensary. At a committee hearing, the Department of
1
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H ealth opined that the legislative fix was
unnecessary, but your Alliance knows that it's
better to be safe than sorry in the murky legal
waters surrounding
medical
marijuana.
Technicalities like this could be used to shut
down a dispensary that refused to run
background checks on their patients, to say
nothing of the privacy issues at stake when a
patient is forced to prove their perfection before
receiving medication. H B 2708 was deferred
indefinitely by the H ouse H ealth and Judiciary
Committees, but its language lives on in the
newly amended H B 2707 (H D 1). This means
it's now more important than ever for industry
members to voice their support for the ON LY
bill trying to address its needs beyond
greenhouse legislation.

-

Updates to the laboratory specifications
Clarification
of
the subcontractor
requirements for dispensaries
The inclusion of an affirmative defense
for Paraphernalia related charges
The ability for Advanced Practice
Registered N urses to issue certifications
for patients

H ouse Bill 2707 H ouse Draft 1
After its hearing with the H ouse H ealth and
Judiciary Committees in February, our omnibus
bill emerged mostly intact. H B 2707 continues
to advance our collective desire to shape
H awai?i?s newest industry through:
-

-

-

The creation of a commission to oversee
the industry
Collection and provision of data to the
Department of Business, Economic
Development, and Tourism for analysis
Amendment of the H awaii Internal
Revenue Code to provide normal
business deductions to dispensaries for
their state income taxes

The removal of the requirement that
patients pass a criminal background
check before being allowed into a
dispensary (previously featured in H B
2708).

H ouse Bill 2707 H ouse Draft 2
On M arch 1st, H B 2707 passed unamended out
of the H ouse Finance Committee. Its third and
final reading in the H ouse is scheduled for
M arch 8th, and we anticipate an easy transition
to the Senate.
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LEGI SLATI VE UPDATE
- BILLS WE SUPPORT(ED)
There is only one other medical marijuana measure that is still alive this session: Senate Bill
2523. SB 2523 relates to greenhouses, shadehouses, and open air growing operations. The
Senate H ealth, Commerce, and Consumer Protection Committee opted to remove fenced- in
open- air growing operations from the bill,
though not because of the security concerns
raised by law enforcement. Chair Baker?s main
concern stemmed from the quality control issues
of growing a medication outdoors, particularly in
light of the industrial hemp legislation also being
considered this session. Pollen from hemp could
effectively neuter any nearby marijuana plants,
said Chair Baker, and the size of hemp plants
precludes their being grown in an indoor facility,

unlike medical marijuana. All committee members present voted in favor of the bill as amended,
so SB 2523 will now be moving on to the Senate
floor for a vote.
Unfortunately, the various bills seeking to increase the list of debilitating conditions, investigate edibles, and reduce criminal penalties for
possession of small amounts marijuana have now
been tabled. H owever, we look forward to the
opportunity to lobby for these changes during the
next legislative session. We encourage all our
members to reach out and let us know which issues they think should end up in our next legislative package.

LEGI SLATI VE UPDATE
- BILLS TO WATCH OUT FOR

There were only a few bills introduced this session that posed a danger to H awai?i's medical marijuana industry. M ost of the bills that were on our radar have been deferred in committee, but we
want to shine a light on the policies they proposed, just in case they return during next year's session.

County Z oning Approval- H B 1748 sought to allow local county councils to make their own zoning
rules for dispensaries. The problem with this is that it could allow county councils to subvert the
will of the H awai?i Legislature by making it practically impossible for dispensaries to operate or
profit. H RS Chapter 329D sets out several important zoning requirements that comply with the Cole
M emo and balance the need for patient access with the need to prevent diversion of medical marijuana to children and the black market. Any further zoning requirements passed by local councils
would serve no legitimate government purpose. M easures like this are a reaction to fear- mongering
from the anti- marijuana lobby rather than the actual facts and statistics regarding the integration of
dispensaries in states like Washington and Colorado. Allowing more strenuous requirements on a
county by county basis would undoubtedly result in large swaths of medical marijuana patients hav3

ing their access severely restricted.
Elimination of H ome Grow System- H B 1680 would have confined cultivation to dispensaries, and
disallowed patients to grow their own, beginning in 2017. This measure would have eliminated legal
access for patients on Lana?i and M oloka?i, where there are still no plans to open a dispensary. Furthermore, it would have removed a safety net for patients afraid of a medication shortage should a
blight strike the crops of one or more of the eight licensed cultivators across the state. Let's not forget
that dispensaries are an answer to patients cries for safe, reliable access to medical marijuana. They
are not an answer to law enforcement's call for tighter regulation of medical marijuana. H B 1680's
removal of a patient's right to grow their own medical marijuana is an answer to a problem that nobody needed solved. The bill is antithetical to the H awai?i Legislature's stated goals of increased access for patients and would increase the potential criminal penalties faced by patients.

MARIJUANA AS AN EXIT DRUG
In our February newsletter, we discussed the
relative addictiveness and harmfulness of opioids as
compared to medical marijuana. That article
focused on a decades- old study currently being
used to substantiate the 9% addiction rate.
For years, the argument that marijuana is safer than
certain legal drugs was confined to hippies and
libertarians, but the idea is gradually beginning to
gain a foothold in mainstream discourse.
overdoses and deaths.

US Senator Elizabeth Warren recently penned an
open letter to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) urging "swift and immediate
action" to address the opioid epidemic plaguing her
home state of M assachusetts and the rest of the
country. Senator Warren asked the CDC to use
"every opportunity and tool available" to tackle the
epidemic and examine alternate pain relief options,
a difficult task given the federal prohibition on
marijuana research. The letter concludes with a call
for the CDC to begin research into:

Senator Warren's letter speaks to a growing
dissatisfaction with the US Government's refusal to
allow any medical research involving cannabis
plants. H owever, the rise of state- regulated systems
for the drug has given scientists more leeway to
perform statistical analysis of the these laws' effects.
A study published in 2014 showed that opioid
overdose rates decrease in states where medical
marijuana is legalized. The study analyzed
state- level death certificate data from 1999- 2010,
and it found that medical marijuana "laws were
associated with a lower rate of overdose mortality
that generally strengthened over time." This is even
more significant in light of a separate study
published in the Journal of the American M edical
Association, which determined that marijuana is an
effective treatment for chronic pain and spasticity.

1. the long term impact that opioids have on
children treated at a young age;
2. the use, uptake, and effectiveness of medical
marijuana as an alternative to opioids for
pain treatment in states where it is legal;
3. the impact of the legalization of medical and
recreational marijuana on opioid overdose
deaths;
4. the increased use of fentanyl, including its
sources;
5. how fentanyl may be increasing opiod

Further research is needed, of course, but marijuana
could be the tool we need to fight the nation's
opioid epidemic.
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When States and Feds
Butt Heads
As a rule, H DA supports any local legislation that improves the social and economic climate for
H awai?i's medical marijuana industry. H owever, we also believe its important to be aware of how local
policies can potentially interact with federal law. Pursuant to the Cole M emo, the federal government does
not prosecute dispensaries that are "demonstrably in compliance with a strong and effective state regulatory
system." These days federal prosecutors are encouraged to charge only those dispensaries whose conduct
implicates one of the following enforcement priorities:
-

-

-

-

Preventing the distribution of marijuana to minors;
Preventing revenue from the sale of marijuana from going to
criminal enterprises;
Preventing the diversion of marijuana from states where it is
legal under state law in some form to other states;
Preventing state- authorized marijuana from being used as a
cover or pretext for the the trafficking of other illegal drugs or
other illegal activity;
Preventing violence and the use of firearms in the cultivation
and distribution of marijuana;
Preventing drugged driving and the exacerbation of other
adverse public health consequences associated with marijuana
use;
Preventing the growing of marijuana on public lands and the
attendant public safety and environmental dangers posed by
marijuana production on public lands; and
Preventing marijuana possession or use on federal property.

When a state changes its laws to increase patient access or loosen
regulations, it must always tread carefully. The governor and
legislators face no real danger for allowing prohibited conduct, but dispensary owners, employees, and
customers are the ones who might pay for the under- regulated state system with their freedom. For example,
when Colorado failed to provide a statutory buffer zone between dispensaries and schools, the US Attorney's
Office ordered ten dispensaries to shut down within forty- five days for operating within 1,000 feet of a
school. M eanwhile, dispensaries were allowed to operate unchallenged in the states that provided for a
smaller buffer zone of 500- 750 feet by statute. While it's true that H awai?i legislators should pass legislation
that encourages reliable access to medical marijuana, they must also be held responsible for ensuring that
their good intentions do not open up the entire industry to unnecessary legal liability.
Of course, there will always be some inconsistency between state and federal marijuana policy. The
difficult part is figuring out which inconsistencies implicate the federal government's enforcement jurisdiction
as stated in the Cole M emo. Rather than risk our own residents being prosecuted, H awai?i's regulatory
system can benefit from the experiments of other states like Colorado, Washington, and even California.
Decriminalization and legalization measures have been successfully implemented in states across the country,
whereas re- scheduling and allowing government- run dispensaries (as opposed to government- licensed
5

dispensaries) are untested areas. This session, the H awai?i Legislature considers two novel bills that may
infringe on the federal government's perceived jurisdiction: SB 2915 and H B 2621. SB 2915 seeks to move
marijuana from Schedule I to Schedule II, and H B 2621 would allow county governments to apply for a
license.
The following two sections focus on the legal and practical ramifications of SB 2915 and H B 2621.
Our discussion of SB 2915 will explain the differences between de- scheduling and re- scheduling marijuana,
and analyze whether such measures have a practical effect given the national schedule. Our discussion of H B
2621 will focus on the pros and cons of a "national model" of distribution and analyze whether it directly
conflicts with federal enforcement priorities.

DESCHEDULING VS. RESCHEDULING
Advocacy groups like Drug Policy Alliance have
been working on nationally rescheduling
marijuana to a category that reflects its medicinal
potential.
Others,
like
Presidential candidate Bernie
Sanders, want to deschedule
marijuana
entirely.
Rescheduling
has
several
benefits on the federal level,
but it will also implicate more
federal agencies (e.g. FDA)
and create more hurdles for
the industry to jump over.
Descheduling would allow
states to create their own
marijuana policies essentially
free from federal intervention.
One can certainly see the
positives
of
such
an
arrangement, but states would also lose any
chance of regulatory support from the federal
government (e.g. marijuana pesticide standards
from the EPA). This lack of regulatory support
has resulted in inaccurate lab testing standards as
well as, of course, the absence of reliable banking
solution for dispensaries

substances
based
on
five
criterion.
H RS§ 329- 11 also gives the Department of
Public Safety (DPS) the authority to make
recommendations based
on
those criteria and requires that
DPS
publicly
post
such
recommendations.
H owever,
subsection (d) of that statute
requires DPS to recommend
changes that correspond with
federal scheduling, and there is
no public posting requirement
when DPS recommendations are
made pursuant to federal law.
Thirty days after changes are
posted on the Federal Register,
the corresponding DPS changes
will have the effect of law
(rather than requiring legislative
approval). Taken as a whole, the wording of this
statute suggests that H awai?i's Controlled
Substances Act was intended to be as stringent or
more so than the federal standards, not less.
So what does this mean for SB 2915's
rescheduling effort? It means that in addition to
being a largely symbolic gesture, it would also
run counter to the intent of the scheduling system
it hopes to amend. Whereas rescheduling on the
federal level would reduce criminal liability for

H awai?i's Controlled Substances Act tracks its
federal companion fairly closely. H RS§ 329- 11
gives our Legislature the authority to schedule
6

current patients, rescheduling on the state level
would have no tangible effect on the daily lives of
patients. Given the positive political climate for
medical marijuana in this country, it's unlikely
that rescheduling would increase the level of
federal scrutiny received by H awai?i's medical
marijuana dispensary system. H owever, H awai?i's
efforts to reschedule marijuana are a waste of

energy when compared to all the practical
changes that our dispensary system requires. In
many ways, medical marijuana already operates
outside of our state schedule (similar to
descheduling), so the Legislature ought to focus
on other initiatives until the federal schedule
changes as well.

STATE ACTION- COUNTIESASAPPLICANTS
Despite international treaties limiting state autonomy in allowing
controlled substances, there are various medical or legal marijuana N o local, state, or national
programs in countries across the world. The system H awai?i adopted government has ever taken
in 2000 is similar to the quasi- decriminalization regime found in Spain
on the day- to- day
from 1967- 2013 (Spain officially decriminalized private cultivation in
2013). Spain allows all its citizens to grow and consume cannabis both cultivation and distribution
medically or recreationally, so long as it does not occur in public
of medical marijuana.
spaces. Just like H awai?i, however, cultivators can get in trouble for
possessing enough marijuana to supply others. The drawbacks of such a system are clear, but back in 2000,
adopting a more regulated system, like the national distribution models in Canada and the N etherlands,
seemed impossible.
The Legislative Reference Bureau's 2004 report "In Search Of A Viable Distribution System For H awaii's
M edical M arijuana Program" noted three barriers to establishing a national model of distribution in H awai?i:
legal, cost, and pharmaceutical. The LRB Report concluded that a national model was unworkable on the
state level, but clearly the regulatory efforts of other states in past years (e.g. Colorado, Oregon) have put that
argument to rest. H owever, despite the worldwide progress of medical marijuana in recent years, it is worth
noting that no local, state, or national government has ever taken on the day- to- day cultivation and
distribution of medical marijuana. H awai?i is fortunate enough to witness and improve upon the dispensary
models that have come before us, but if H B 2621 became law, we could have the first government- run
marijuana farm in the world.
H awai?i has no incentive to become the laboratory for the rest of the world in this arena. It opens the entire
dispensary system up to federal scrutiny, and leaves county employees open to legal liability. There's a good
reason why domestic governments choose to regulate the production of goods rather than directly controlling
the means of production itself. Should a county- run marijuana dispensary provide tainted goods to patients,
patients would be placed in the extremely unfair spot of having to negotiate their case with the government
rather than another private citizen. Furthermore, when determining whether there has been a violation of
regulations, county- owned dispensaries would be investigated by their own employees: the county police
department. The question of whether to use public funds for a drug manufacturing program is another
potential issue in this model, as is unfair competition during the licensing process.
Strong regulatory systems for medical marijuana are encouraged by the Cole M emo and all the recent federal
posturing. H owever, H awai?i should beware of opening the can of worms that is a state- run marijuana
dispensary program.
1110 Nu?uanu Ave. #6
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Israel's Medical Marijuana Industry: A
Path for Hawai?i's Future?
As
H awai?i?s
medical marijuana
industry gets off
the ground, it is up
to
us,
the
dispensaries,
related businesses,
patients, healthcare
professionals, and
government
officials to identify
and implement the
best path forward
for the industry.
To do this we need
information, and since the modern medical
marijuana industry is in its infancy across the
world, we may have to cast our nets far and
wide to find the data we need to make good
decisions for our industry. One of the most
interesting results of the H awai?i Dispensary
Alliance?s search for information to help us make
better decisions for the industry here in H awai?i
concerns the remarkable similarities between the
Israeli medical marijuana market and H awai?i?s.
Due to our research, we have come to believe
that there are a number of important lessons that
H awai?i dispensaries, related businesses, patients,
and government officials can learn from Israel?s
recent experience in turning its agriculture,
technology, and spiritual resources into one of
the world?s strongest medical marijuana
industries. So take a minute with us now as we
learn from Israel?s experience about some of the
ways to create a safe, sustainable, effective, and
profitable world- class medical
marijuana
industry for H awai?i?s future.

Israel?s
Experience
We?ll start by
discussing
the
medical
marijuana
industry in Israel
?
its history,
development,
characteristics,
and government
regulation - and
then we?ll see
the
metrics
defining
the
market in Israel, the factors contributing to its
ongoing success, and we?ll use that information
to identify a few lessons and recommendations
for the future of the medical marijuana industry
in H awai?i.

The H istory of Israel?s M edical Cannabis
Industry
Israel?s relationship with cannabis is thousands
of years old, with frequent mention throughout
the Torah and related historical documents, and
Israel currently has one of the oldest and largest
regulated medical cannabis industries in the
world. But for our purposes we?ll be looking at
the modern history of Israel and the regulation of
cannabis ? a story intimately tied to the research
of Dr. Raphael M echoulam, ?the Father of
M arijuana Research?. Dr. M echoulam is an
organic chemist, first at the Weizmann Institute
and then at the H ebrew University of Jerusalem
since 1972, who was the first to isolate and
identify the active compounds in cannabis CBD and TH C - in 1964 and 1965, and the
8
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endocannabinoid system in the early 1990s. H e
made these discoveries while working with Dr.
Yechiel Gaoni, funded in part by the American
N ational Institute of H ealth (which has funded
his work every year for the last 50 years).
Spurred by the scientific communities? lack of
knowledge concerning the active compounds in
cannabis, compared to its extensive knowledge of
the active compounds in opioids and cocaine, Dr.
M echoulam has spent the last 50 years working
with groups across Israel, the US, Canada, Spain,
Germany, Brazil, N ew Z ealand, Italy and Japan
to refine our knowledge of cannabis and its
potential medical implications. H e now speaks
frequently about the future of medical cannabis
research and the progress being made to
standardize medical products across the world.

public attitudes stems from ?the success of
cannabis medicalization on national levels in

Despite the fact that the medical cannabis
research was incepted in Israel, and its use has
been a part of Israel?s cultural heritage since
ancient times, modern Israel?s relationship to
cannabis has been very conservative. Cannabis
use for any reason has been banned for decades
and only recently relaxed for medicinal use under
a highly regulated medical marijuana dispensary
system. In fact, Dr. M echoulam?s discovery of
the active components in cannabis in 1964 were
based on trials of 10 pounds of hashish obtained
from the local police evidence locker. Yet, unlike
the United States, there is no particular history of
stigmatization for marijuana use in Israel, just a
general suspicion of drugs that the industry is
working to overcome. This is why M imi Peleg,
who directs large- scale cannabis training for the
Israeli government?s state supported, discreet,
successful and expanding medical cannabis
distribution center, M ECH KAR, argues that
?patient education must be a part of any
successful cannabis program.? The change in
public perception in Israel is being spearheaded
by Boaz Wachtel, co- founder of Israel?s Ale
Yarok political party ? the leader of the
cannabis medicalization movement in Israel.
According to Wachtel, the key to the changing

countries such as Israel, Canada, N etherlands,
[which are] pointing to the fact that medical
cannabis programs... help the sick and the
dying.?
While the population is increasingly friendly
towards the use of medical marijuana (and a
sizeable population of recreational users), the
medical system in Israel still reserves cannabis as
a last resort for people with serious illnesses,
often near the end of their lives, and places
bureaucratic hurdles in the way of obtaining a
permit. The modern Israeli medical marijuana
program requires a patient to work with their
doctor to first try four other drugs against pain,
and the doctor must certify that those treatments
did not help over time - then a doctor may
recommend medical cannabis to the patient (the
only exception is Tourette syndrome, for which
9
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medical cannabis is a first line course of
treatment). After the patient receives the doctor?s
recommendation for a permit to use medical
marijuana, the recommendation is passed on to
the H ealth M inistry which verifies it and makes
the final decision on whether or not to issue a
permit. If a permit is granted, the permit is

better and more standardized medicines from
medical cannabis.

Israel?s Industry M etrics
Which brings us to the current state of Israel?s
medical cannabis industry by the numbers. Israel
has a slowly growing population of 8 million
people and according to a recent US
survey, approximately 1.25% of a
country?s population will consume
medical marijuana as a regulatory
program reaches maturity. Thus it is
estimated
that
there
are
~ 50,000- 110,000 eligible patients for
medical marijuana under the current
rules across the whole country.
M edical cannabis was first allowed in
1992 in Israel, but did not see many
registered users until new regulations
were adopted in 2007. The industry has grown
considerably since then, starting with ~ 400
patients in 2009 and growing to more ~ 25,000
by the end of 2015.

referred to one of Israel?s eight authorized
medical cannabis dispensaries, which then
contacts the patient and works with the patient
to meet their needs. Patients are not obligated to
stay with the initial dispensary they are assigned
to, but they do have to undergo a somewhat
time intensive and costly process to switch
dispensaries. Right now medical cannabis
permits in Israel are issued by the H ealth
M inistry for cancer patients, Tourette syndrome,
and those with pain- related illnesses such as
Parkinson's, multiple sclerosis, Crohn's Disease,
other
chronic
pain
conditions
and
post- traumatic stress disorder as well as
phantom pain, anorexia, and fibromyalgia. The
medical marijuana dispensaries in Israel have
embraced their historic role in the development
of medical marijuana and its provision of
medicine. They view themselves not just as
agriculture companies or
pharmaceutical
companies but as treatment company?s dedicated
to ensuring their patients receive the best
treatment available for their ailments. Each of
the dispensaries is also engaged in ongoing
research, in cooperation with countries and
organizations around the world, to develop

~ 400 patients in 2007
~ 1,800 patients in 2009
~ 10,000 patients in 2012
~ 11,000 patients in 2013
~ 25,000 patients in 2015
~ 30,000 patients predicted by the end of
2016
This amounted to a $40,000,000 industry in
Israel in 2013.
It is important to note that patients in Israel are
required to pay a flat monthly fee for their
medicine, and are provided with between 20 and
30 grams of medicine per month by their
dispensary in return. This places a rather low
market cap on medicinal revenue for the industry
right now, so the eight private companies
licensed in Israel to produce and distribute
medical marijuana are looking to maintain
10
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profitability in other ways ? chiefly through
research and product development.
As a result of its long history researching
medical cannabis, and its current openness to
continued research, Israel has become the
United States? unofficial offshore medical
marijuana research center. Despite the fact that
the
U.S.
has
a
$3
billion? and
growing? medical marijuana industry, the
government continues to block scientific study
of the drug. Those who wish to do so must go
through the FDA, DEA and the N ational
Institute on Drug Abuse. Even when American
researchers are given approval for federally
funded research, they have only one source: a
farm at the University of M ississippi, operated
by N IDA. So many US firms, as well as
organizations from countries across the world,
are partnering with Israeli dispensaries to
research the medicinal benefits of medical
marijuana and new products, technologies, and

techniques. As a result, there are a lot of
medical marijuana patents in Israel right now
which are available to export around the world.
One of the organization?s fostering this research
and development is iCAN , led by CEO Saul
Kaye, who estimates that the legitimate global
cannabis industry will eclipse $60 billion in
cannabis revenue by 2018 ? not including the
11

ancillary services like ?the lighting, the water,
the electricity, everything, we?re talking about a
very large economy.? So large is the potential
global industry that the Israeli Loss Adjusters
Association recently stated that if Israel is able
to take a lead in the global acceptance of
medicinal cannabis, it would have greater
economic potential for the country than
exploitation of the country?s ample natural gas
reserves. And there is reason to believe this
optimism, there are over 200,000,000 people
taking cannabis illicitly worldwide, with more
and more able to access legitimate medicinal
and recreational markets every day at an
average global price fluctuating between $5 and
$15 dollars a gram.
In addition to the growing global economic
opportunities,
just
within
Israel
itself
legalization would enable the growth of a
sizeable industry. According to the Jerusalem
Institute for M arket Studies - legalizing
marijuana would generate $245 million dollars
in taxes and save $180 million dollars in law
enforcement and penal costs directly related to
marijuana usage. In the last year alone between
275,000 and 800,000 Israeli adults used
marijuana illicitly, generating ~ $644 million
dollars for the black market. At the same time,
legalization would ease the burden on the
justice system where ~ 5% of all criminal cases,
court decisions, and criminal prisoners were for
cannabis related offenses.
Israel?s eight dispensaries are aware of this
potential and working now to lay the ground
work for their future success, even though only
two of them are currently profitable. The Israeli
dispensaries are vertically integrated ? each
doing its own growing, product development
research, and dispensing. The largest and
foremost dispensary, Tikun Olam Ltd., supplies
1/ 3 of the market and makes up almost 30% of
the entire medical cannabis industry in Israel. In

addition to supplying medical cannabis, Tikun
Olam has spent the last decade compiling a
10,000
person,
peer- reviewed
treatment
database (the largest and most comprehensive in
the world) which it partners with organizations
across the globe to use for new research ?
including recent joint partnerships with
Compassionate Care Center of N ew York and
M edReleaf, Corp of Canada. It has also
developed new strains of cannabis in
double- blind studies to treat epilepsy, Crohn?s
disease, multiple sclerosis, cancer, and
neuropathics.
M ost of Israel?s medical
marijuana is grown outside, so the largest
expense for Israel?s cannabis industry continues
to be security costs rather than energy costs ?
?perimeter security with face recognition
cameras connected to a center, and human
guards around the clock. After that there is the
labor cost, growing cannabis is a labor intensive
industry.? There is also no marketing allowed ?
only a website, Facebook page, and Twitter.

The Reasons for Israel?s Success
Israel has more than a few things going for it in
the medical- marijuana industry. First, there are
fewer hoops to jump through to get desired
testing and research done. Second, the country?s
environmental and social climates are ideal for
cannabis growing. And third, there is a wealth
of knowledge in the country when it comes to
farming,
agriculture,
and
technology
development.

Government Support
As mentioned above, the Israeli government has
12

taken and is taking steps to meet the needs of
the industry, but it will take a while before
Israeli legislation catches up to the dynamic
cannabis research and startup ecosystems
supporting the industry. The Israeli Knesset (the
Legislature), prompted by leaders from several
of its major political parties, is currently
considering a few different measures for the
limited decriminalization of marijuana. Another
bill would allow the doctors to directly prescribe
cannabis instead of the M inistry of H ealth.
Whereas these are not expected to pass this
year, the conversation and openness of the
country are growing substantially as it begins to
grasp the economic potential of medical
cannabis for Israel?s future. Even the Police
Inspector General recently called for the police
and the state to work together to reexamine
their stance on cannabis after sitting down to
study what?s happening around the world.
There is also growing public support for
medicinal use and legalization of cannabis in
Israel, similar to the numbers in the US. A recent
study by the Jerusalem Institute of M arket
Studies found ~ 75% of Israeli?s believed that
marijuana had legitimate medical uses and
~ 26% supported full legalization. ?We?re
working to reorganize the field of medical
cannabis in order to lighten the process for
those who need it and, on the other hand, to
make it harder for the material to trickle into
the regular market,? Israel?s H ealth M inister
Yaakov Litzman said. ?There is no reason to
make things difficult for whoever really needs it,
just because there?s someone who exploits it
illegally.?
One area that the government has supported the
industry recently is by empowering Israeli
companies to import medical cannabis for
testing through the government?s M edical
Cannabis Unit. This is allowing Israel to
position itself as an international hub for testing
and developing new medical cannabis products.
Relatedly, the Israeli government is also working
with the UN to certify itself as an organization
allowed to export marijuana under the
restrictive international drug transportation
regimes. This will allow Israel to become a
major exporting player in the global market in
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the future. Despite the ongoing complaints
from dispensaries, patients, and doctors that
Israel?s medical cannabis regulations are too
restrictive, the strict and tedious beginnings of
the Israeli program could be the necessary
elements of its future success. ?The con in Israel
is there are a large number of patients who can?t
get recommendations because they don?t meet
this limited list of conditions that have been
chosen to start the process,? said M APS? Rick
Doblin. ?But the advantage is that Israel is
building public support in a pretty steady way,
with no backlash. When you have these
broader, anything- goes [policies], there often is
the potential and actuality of a backlash.? M imi
Peleg, who directs large- scale cannabis training
for the Israeli government owned cannabis
distribution center agreed that the Israeli
government?s heavy hand has been a blessing in
disguise. ?In a democracy, you?ve got to take
into consideration that it?s all about
compromise. And in terms of slow and steady
growth, we are having a responsible growth
rate,? she said. ?I was shocked when I recently
did a tour of cannabis clubs in California and
Colorado to learn that in those states, you don?t
have to be taught how to use cannabis, ever.
There?s a real disconnect
going on there that I
think we?ve got solved
here.?

for growing cannabis, and Israel is making
progress in repurposing its agro- tech industry to
the development of new and improved strains of
cannabis. There is even a call right now in Israel
to turn the recently struggling Arava agricultural
sector into a dedicated 6,000- acre cannabis
production area for export.
In addition to the environment facilitating the
growth and future dreams of the cannabis
industry in Israel, and the increasingly favorable
social climate discussed above, the country also
maintains a very spiritual attitude towards the
industry as well. For example, the Tikun Olam
dispensary and farm are imbued with a higher
sense of purpose, reflected by the aura of Safed,
an age- old center of Jewish mysticism where
the dispensary is located, as well as by the
dispensary?s name, a reference to the Jewish
concept of repairing or healing the world. There
is also an on- site synagogue in a trailer and
overlooking the farm, the blue- domed tomb of
a rabbinic sage and his wife. The industry is
focused on relieving the pain of those in need ?
holocaust survivors, terminal cancer patients,
epileptic children, and soldiers suffering from
PTSD. Inbal Sikorin, the chief nurse at H adarim
retirement
home
explained how ?a few
year ago we found we
had lost the way, we had
learned to prolong life,
but without quality.?
N ow, in partnership with
Tikun
Olam,
the
resident?s quality of life
has
substantially
improved
?
one
holocaust survivor used
to sit with her hands and
forearms long frozen in
an
upward,
twisted
position ? now, with the
help of medicinal cannabis products, she has
joined a tai chi class. This story, and many more

Environmental
and Social Climate
Israel?s
climate
is
temperate, though a bit
dry, yet it has one of the
most highly developed
agriculture sectors in the
world. With only 20% of
its land being naturally
arable, Israel remains a
large next exporter of
food crops to the global market. The
environment and agricultural expertise is perfect
13

are making their way throughout Israeli society
and changing minds as they connect with people
on a personal level, and reconnect people to
their ancient traditions of medicinal cannabis
use.

In addition to the pure agricultural technology
side, Israeli technology innovations in the
cannabis industry can also be found in
computerized watering and lighting systems;
industry specific security equipment; bar code
tracking systems; sorting, extracting and
packaging
technologies;
and
medical
technologies such as a non- invasive brain scan
to determine the most suitable strain for a
patients? ailment. The sheer diversity of
technologies and opportunities that the industry
in Israel is developing is a good indicator of the
health of the industry and of its future potential.

Technology and Agriculture
One of the key reasons Israel has been so
successful economically is its fostering of a
modern, cutting- edge technology industry to
support its agriculture, medical, military, and
natural
resource
industries.
This
cross- pollination of technology with other
industries has now inseminated the medical
marijuana industry and sparked a flowering of
new ventures expanding the boundaries of
modern medicine and the global cannabis
industry.

The Future of Israel?s Industry
As Israel moves into the future, its governmental
support for the industry, friendly environmental
and social climate, and technological and
agricultural sophistication will only continue to
support the growth of its medical marijuana
industry. This is evidenced by the proliferation

Some examples of these tech leaders and a few
of their recent innovations include:
-

-

-

-

-

-

One World Cannabis ? A N ew York
publicly- traded R& D pharmaceutical and
treatment company
BreedIt Ltd. ?
An agro- breeding
solutions company
Trendlines Agtech ? An Israeli incubator
for food and agriculture companies that
gets part of its funding from the Israeli
government
Syqe M edical ? Is producing the world's
first
medical- grade
metered- dosed
cannabis inhaler
Eden Shield ? Which is developing a
natural insect repellent
KanaboSeed ? A joint venture between
BreedIt and Seach (another Israeli
company)
which
creates
designer
cannabis strains at the request of
physicians
Flux ? A Jaffa based company, has
created a system to grow plants whether
tomatoes or cannabis in water
Cannabics Pharmaceuticals - Recently
partnered with Bazalet Pharma to produce
medical cannabis capsules that are now
available to all medical cannabis patients
in
Israel

of marijuana related investments in the country,
the diversity of hard- science research projects,
and the increasing exportation of Israeli
expertise
in
this
industry.
Investment
Israel?s investment scene is growing quickly ?
offering a host of interesting investment
opportunities and new partnerships in the
medical marijuana industry and showing
substantial promise for the future of the global
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industry. A few examples of the breadth and
depth of the industry include:
-

-

-

-

outsourced its medical marijuana research to
Israel, and that trend is only accelerating. A few
research partnerships of note involving Israel?s
leading institutions include:

Yissum, the technology transfer arm of
Jerusalem?s
H ebrew
University,
announced a deal with Australian medical
cannabis venture PhytoTech M edical
(which recently raised $6 million in a
public offering), to develop precisely
dosed
pills
for
the
mainstream
pharmaceutical market
Tikun Olam is partnering with M edReleaf
out of Canada to export new strains and
provide testing and pharmaceutical
development services
Eybna,
a local
cannabis startup
announced that has developed natural
terpene based cannabis flavors, free of
illegal traces, with the intention of selling
them as a branded component to product
manufacturers around the world. Terpenes
are the aromatic compounds that give
each cannabis strain its unique smell and
flavor
Philip M orris, investing $20 million in
Syqe M edical for their medical- grade
metered- dose cannabis inhaler

-

-

-

-

Dr. M echoulam ? who is working with
three U.S. companies to develop
cannabinoid drugs, including Kalytera.co
a California based company
Cannabics Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ? a
M aryland company conducting R& D in
Israel, is finalizing the first large- scale
clinical trial of cannabis to treat cancer
patients
Tikun Olam ? is continuing to grow and
use its one- of- a- kind, decade long
database of 10,000 cannabis patients to
make breakthroughs in cancer and PTSD
treatment in conjunction with US
organizations
The United States N ational Institute of
H ealth ?
continues to grant Dr.
M echoulam $100,000 to continue his
research into the chemical components of
cannabis in an attempt to create
standardized
prescription
pills
Exports

Finally, as Israel opens itself to the potential
futures of medical cannabis, it is seriously
investigating the legal and economic potential of
becoming the world?s first large- scale exporter
of medical marijuana products. To reach that
goal Israel will have to combine government
support with private interests to build a new
industry ? but this has been done times beyond
count across the developing world from much
weaker foundations than the current Israeli
medical cannabis industry.

Research

-

In addition to the growing investment realities of
the medical cannabis industry in Israel, pure
medical research (and attendant product
breakthroughs) continues to be a defining
attribute of Israel?s contribution to the global
industry. For the last 50 years the US has

-
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As mentioned above, there are calls within
the country to turn the newly struggling
Arava agricultural sector into a dedicated
6,000- acre cannabis production area for
international export.
The government has already taken steps in
this direction by turning its M edical
Cannabis Unit into an approved importer
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-

-

can learn from Israel?s experience ? first,
H awai?i M ust Use Its Strengths to Succeed, and
second, The Industry and the State M ust Work
Together. Before we discuss each of these lessons
in detail, we also wanted to point out the
commonalities between Israel and H awai?i
which justify our comparison and which will
help the industry in H awai?i gauge the progress
of its own development over the next few years.

of cannabis under the UN rules governing
international travel of elicit substances,
and it is very close to obtaining similar
permission to export cannabis.
Israel currently hosts one of the world?s
largest cannabis technology conferences
? the 2nd Annual CannTech Conference
will be held in M arch 2016, hosted by
iCAN .
Israel leads the world ?in research and
development, from the medical side to the
medical devices to the agro side?
according to Saul Kaye, CEO of iCAN ,
and more importantly it leads the world
in integrating these disparate technology
fields to find new solutions to new
problems.
Finally, over the last fifty years Israel has
demonstrated its ability to grow new
export industries from scratch to become
world renown ? it has done it with
natural gas, military hardware, computer
technology, agricultural exports, and
medical technology to name a few.

H awai?i and Israel ? A Quick Comparison
The original information that sparked this
research comparing Israel and H awai?i was the
similarity in projected market sizes ? both the
number of patients and the number of
dispensaries. But once we began looking into
Israel?s medical marijuana industry we identified
a number of factors and metrics which might
make Israel a good model for H awai?i?s future.
Essentially, Israel is 2- 3 years ahead of H awai?i
in the development of a similarly sized and
regulated industry, and its experience over the
last few years is a good metric for the next few
years of growth for H awai?i?s industry.
-

In closing this section on the potential futures of
Israel?s medical marijuana industry, it is
important to remember why so many people
around the world see such a future in this
bustling new industry organized around the use
of a single plant. This optimism for the industry,
according to Saul Kaye, CEO of iCAN , stems
from the idea that it is not just a new industry,
but a new economy. ?Every business can touch
the future cannabis economy. If you?re a
marketer, if you?re an online guru, if you are a
tech person, if you want to develop a drug, a
prescription medication, if you want to develop
grow- tech, everything can be developed into
this new economy.?

-

-

H awai?i?s Future
Which brings us finally to H awai?i and the two
key lessons the Alliance believes our industry
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While Israel?s population is a little larger
than that of H awai?i, the growth rate of
Israel?s patient base ? from ~ 10,000 to a
~ 25,000 over the course of three years ?
very closely mirrors all of the projections
that we have seen for H awai?i?s total
medicinal market: from ~ 10,000 patients
prior to Act 241 a year ago, growing to
~ 14,000 patients today, and continuing
to grow to ~ 25,000 patients in 2017.
Both Israel and H awai?i have similarly
bureaucratic systems for issuing patient
licenses ? including primary caregiver
oversight and a restricted list of ailments
Both Israel and H awai?i have designed a
medical marijuana system with 8
vertically integrated dispensary and grow
operations
Both states have high levels of illicit, but
non- stigmatized marijuana usage leading
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to widespread support for medical
marijuana legalization efforts ? as well as
old cultural connections to the use of
marijuana
Both Israel and H awai?i are agricultural
powerhouses with a government looking
to revitalize old industries with new
technologies
Israel and H awai?i both subsidize their
technology and green industries
Both countries have highly developed
medical, medical technology, and medical
research sectors

-

You?ve likely gleaned many more lessons specific
to your organization and the place you see for
yourself in the industry just by reading through
the history and status of Israel?s current
industry. So let us finally turn to the future of
H awai?i and the two lessons that the H awai?i
Dispensary Alliance views as critical to the
future success of the entire industry.

Based on these similarities, important numbers
and concepts that H awai?i?s industry should
consider when predicting its own future include:
-

-

-

-

several years of medical research in
addition to dispensary operations may be
important for the long- term success of an
organization in a medical marijuana only
industry.
Treatment not Sales ? The other key
factor contributing to the success of
Israel?s two solvent dispensaries is a focus
on treatment and on the patient, not just
on growing and selling good marijuana.

1.25% - the percentage of the population
who is likely to qualify for a medical
marijuana license ? in H awai?i: ~ 17,750
2 ? the number of Israeli dispensary
licensees which have earned back their
investment costs over the last three years
25- 30% ? the market share of the
largest dispensary licensee in Israel
$40,000,000 ? total Israeli dispensary
revenue from medicinal products in 2013
for ~ 11,000 patients
Research Partnerships ? Israel experience
has shown that both current and future
success
for
medical
marijuana
dispensaries relies on a strong focus on
basic
research,
pharmaceutical
advancements, and medical technology
innovation in partnership with other
organizations. Success in the medical
marijuana industry is not guaranteed in
the same way that full legalization seems
to
guarantee fiscal
solvency
for
dispensaries.
Investment ? The solvent dispensaries in
Israel both invest heavily in medical
research to push the industry forward. So
obtaining sufficient financing to fund

H awai?i M ust Use Its Strengths to Succeed
The first lesson that we at the H awai?i
Dispensary Alliance see for H awai?i?s medical
marijuana industry is that just as Israel
capitalized on its cultural affinity, agricultural
expertise, mild weather, technology sector, and
extensive medical research history to create a
world- class industry, so too must H awai?i focus
on its strengths to create a profitable industry.
H awai?i?s strengths are not identical to those of
Israel, but by working together within the
industry, with the governing bodies, and with
organizations around the world, we too can
create a world- class medical marijuana industry
that provides jobs and stimulates economic
growth across the state. To get the conversation
started, here are a few of H awai?i?s potential
strengths, in no particular order, which we
believe the industry should begin to capitalize
on.
-
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Agriculture ? H awai?i is perfect for a
new agricultural industry in so many
ways ? perfect climate; plenty of sun;
abundant water; abbreviated growing
seasons; valleys which can protect one
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temperamental crop from the next; an
experienced
workforce;
agricultural
technology diffusion from the world?s
largest agro- tech companies; and proven
facilities for processing, packing, and
shipping agricultural products across the
world. The industry should be looking for
how to develop in conjunction with state
and county efforts to revitalize agriculture
across the islands to provide new jobs and
a sustainable production base for the
creation of future exportable medicinal
products.
Tourism - H awai?i?s largest export, itself,
its brand, should be an integral piece in
the development of the medical marijuana
industry in H awai?i. This has a few
components, first the branding of medical
marijuana
from
H awai?i with a
positive reputation
for results and
other
qualities
around the world.
Second,
partnerships with
organizations
in
H awai?i
and
around the world
to market H awai?i
as the mecca of
medicinal
marijuana services. Like Thailand, Cuba,
South Korea and other places known for
their medical or plastic surgery vacations
and expertise, H awai?i?s industry should
lean- in to becoming the world?s
legitimate medical marijuana destination.
Finally, this will require H awai?i?s medical
marijuana dispensaries to partner with the
tourism industry and healthcare centers to
create an appropriate tourist experience.
Research Capacity ? H awai?i already
hosts
world- renowned
research
institutions in the University of H awai?i,

-

-
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the John A. Burns School of M edicine,
the UH Cancer Center, and many more.
Paired with good laboratory space, varied
demographics for controlled studies, and
international
research
partnerships,
H awai?i offers its medical marijuana
industry the opportunity to join Israel at
the very peak of international medical
marijuana research ? finding new uses,
developing new products, and making
essential scientific breakthroughs.
Technology ? H awai?i has been working
for some years now to foster a nascent
technology industry ? but we have
struggled to get off the ground separated
as we are from silicon valley and a fiber
internet infrastructure. We have however
been successful in fostering a green
technology industry to
meet our inherent local
needs. In the same way,
the medical marijuana
industry should work
with H awai?i?s nascent
technology development
eco- system
and
experienced
agro- tech
industry to develop new
technologies
for
the
growth, production, and
manufacture of medicinal
marijuana and related
industries.
Social Climate ? Compared to Israel,
H awai?i has an even more favorable
social climate and traditional connection
to the use of marijuana as medicine whether through non- western healing
centers, N ative H awaiian traditional use,
or merely through regular exposure and
acceptance on the outer islands. The
industry should engage these additional
sources of experience to benefit from their
knowledge of
what
remains an
understudied substance, turn the positive
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predisposition of these communities into
strong alliances, and boost both patient
count and product diversity. Additionally,
integration of these alternative voices into
H awai?i?s medical marijuana industry
would interact favorably with attempts to
brand the industry internationally as a
medical and healing destination.
M edical Industry - H awai?i is ranked #1
of the 50 United States by the United
H ealth Foundation for the success of its
medical industry in maintaining a healthy
population. A state with a diverse
population and a good ratio of medical
facilities per capita, H awai?i?s medical
marijuana industry should be working
with every part of the medical industry to
explore new treatment options, test new
products, and identify new applications.
Even just integrating the opinions of
doctors from different types of medical
practices across the state into the
recommendations of the dispensaries will
go a long way towards legitimizing the
industry. The industry should also forge
partnerships with the H awai?i M edical
Association, insurance companies, medical
centers and hospitals, and non- traditional
practitioners in an effort to discover new
forms of cooperation and results for the
industry.

the industry as an essential part of H awai?i?s
plans for its economic future. Only through
active state protection and support of the medical
marijuana industry as a future engine of
economic growth across H awai?i?s islands will
the industry ever be able to capitalize on
H awai?i?s many strengths to reach its potential.
This supportive relationship between the state
and industry requires a few things from both
parties, including: transparency, compliance,
flexibility,
proactivity,
and
vision.
Transparency ?
The industry and the
government both must be transparent and open
in their intentions and their processes to enable
the industry to work with the government and
vice- a- versa, and for both to be able to work
effectively with the public. The H awai?i state
government must be transparent at every level ?
legislative, executive, agency, city, county, and
local community board. It should clearly state its
goals for the industry and the tools it is
empowering its agencies with to make those
goals a reality. It should make every effort to
solicit the opinion of the industry and the

The Industry and the State M ust Work
Together
The second lesson that we at the H awai?i
Dispensary Alliance see for H awai?i?s medical
marijuana industry is derived from Israel?s
experience with not only with its medical
marijuana industry, but with all of the industries
which it has developed into world- class engines
of quality exports and economic growth.
Specifically, the medical marijuana industry and
the State of H awai?i must work together to craft
policies and regulations that foster the growth of
19

community in public forums to ensure that its
actions are headed in a direction favorable to the
growth of the industry and the future of H awai?i.
In response, the industry needs to be transparent
as well, disclosing its associations and plans and
working directly with government agencies to
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empower every aspect of the industry ? not just
dispensaries, but the myriad of follow- on and
ancillary services and industries which relate to
the medical marijuana economy. Transparency
means the industry and each of its individual
components must work openly with the
legislature, local communities, law enforcement,
and the various agencies including the
Department of H ealth, Department of Business,
Economic
Development,
and
Tourism,
Department
of
Transportation, and the
Department of Public Safety. The spread of
accurate information about the state of the
industry and the intentions of both the State of
H awai?i and the industry?s participants is the
only way to keep both sides on the same page
and moving forward, and at the same time make
meaningful headway in the industry?s public
relations efforts.
Compliance ? The only way to win the public
relations debate about the merit and safety of the
industry is if the State of H awai?i passes strong
initial medical marijuana laws (which they have)
and if every player in H awai?i?s medical
marijuana industry plays by the rules. We have to
change the hearts and minds of the populace
through the good behavior of our industry before
the legislature will be able to expand the industry
in meaningful ways in the future. This request for
strong regulations is time- dependent however, in
the long run, such regulations will eventually
become a significant weakness for H awai?i if we
allow the industry to remain where it is for the
next ten or even five years. Thus the industry will
require flexibility to successful.
Flexibility ? In the short term, as in Israel?s
experience, heavy initial regulation allows the
establishment of a legitimate industry who?s
proper functioning over several years will
engender goodwill and public trust, but then the
industry must be expanded and regulations
changed to allow the growth of the industry and
the attendant creation of a medical marijuana
20

economy. This will take a concerted effort on the
part of the industry to comply with current laws
while at the same time lobbying for future
expansions of the industry and government
support. M any nations have taken this road for
the development of new industries ? the US with
textiles, India with pharmaceuticals, Brazil with
technology, and Germany with banking to name
only a few ? and it is now H awai?i?s turn to
consciously turn this opportunity into future
growth for all.
Proactivity ? Both the industry and the State of
H awai?i must work proactively to make the
medical marijuana economy a reality for
H awai?i. The industry must be proactive in
pushing the state to make the industry a priority
? requesting new legislation, subsidies, tax relief,
laboratory support, research incentives, and
market opportunities. Likewise the state must be
proactive in investigating the progress of medical
marijuana in other states and countries to
identify and capitalize on H awai?i?s unique
comparative advantage in innovative ways.
N either the industry nor the state can afford to
simply sit and wait for things to develop ? we
will be left behind. This industry is developing
incredibly quickly around the globe and it will
require both the industry and the state to
continually push for new ways of approaching
the industry to find what is right for H awai?i and
all of those who call it home.
Vision ? Tying each of these ideas together is the
need for leadership and a long- term vision for
the future of medical marijuana in H awai?i. Every
stakeholder in this new medical marijuana
economy has the opportunity and responsibility
to take a role in leading the industry forward and
casting a vision for what the industry can do for
H awai?i. Whether telling your neighbors about
the future you see for yourself in the industry,
writing in the media about your goals and the
goals of your business in the industry, or working
with the legislature and state agencies on a

capitalize on in the coming years, but the first
step is for those working in H awai?i?s medical
marijuana industry to recognize these strengths.
Then we can work together with the state and
with common purpose for the good of the
industry and the state as a whole. There is
greater advantage and reward in the long run for
each of us if we collaborate and work together
to create a large industry, functioning at the
pinnacle of global commerce, than in the
alternative where we remain a small, feudal
system of petty fiefdoms at war with ourselves.
Thank you for joining with the Alliance as we
continue to work to build a better future for
H awai?i?s
medical
marijuana
industry.

strategic plan for the industry ? each of us must
evangelize for the industry and for what it could
be. These different visions need not coincide in
every detail, the important thing is that every
member of H awai?i?s medical marijuana
economy dreams of what they can do in the
industry and of what the industry can do for
H awai?i. Only then will we be able to
collectively advance towards a future that
provides jobs, education, economic development,
and
prosperity
for
all
of
H awai?i.

Conclusion
These are just a few of H awai?i?s many strengths
which the industry should embrace and

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:
HAWAIIAN HOLY SMOKES
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March
Calendar

M arch seems like a fairly innocuous month... at least until
you realize that this legislative
session is almost halfway
through, and there's only a
month and a half left until
dispensary licensees are announced! Don't let the rapid
pace of the dispensary rollout
alarm you, H DA will keep
you updated on all the important events you need to know
about. H ere are a few dates to
get you started:
M arch 8: Floor H earing for
H B 2707 at 9am.
M arch 8: Floor H earing for

SB 2523 at 9: 30am.
M arch 10: H DA M ember M J
Freeway is holding a free webinar on M aryland's medical
marijuana market. You can
register here.
M arch 10: First Crossover.
M arch 11: Substantive Resolution Cutoff.
M arch 14: Budget Decking.
M arch 16: Budget Crossover.
M arch ??- April 14: Sometime before the licensees are
announced, DoH will announce the panelists who are

Get Soci al Wi th Us:
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evaluating
applications.

dispensary

This list is far from exhaustive, so please stay tuned for
our legislative calls to action
over the coming month.
If you are planning an
industry- related event for
April or M ay, make sure you
let us know in advance so that
we can advertise the event to
other members, our email list,
and our followers on social
media! As always, H DA is
dedicated to working with its
members and allies to establish a successful industry.

